Language and action control: the acquisition of action goals in early childhood.
This study examined the role of verbal labeling in 4-year-old children's acquisition of action-effect learning. The acquisition of action-effect associations was tested by having children first perform a two-choice key-pressing task in which each key press was followed by an effect (i.e., a particular sound) and then respond to the previously perceived effects under either consistent or inconsistent key-sound mappings. During acquisition, the children overtly described the actions, the effects, both the actions and the effects, or, in a control condition, something irrelevant to the actions and effects. Action-effect learning was reliable only if the description related actions to effects, even though some evidence of learning was also obtained in the control condition. In contrast, learning was prevented if only the actions or only the effects were described. The results suggest that verbal labeling plays an important role in integrating and isolating event representations.